Finesse
Medium
Californian
King Mattress
by Beautyrest
Only the best with Beautyrest! Wake up feeling
refreshed with the Finesse Medium Californian
King Mattress by Beautyrest. All Beautyrest sleep
surfaces are crafted with finesse using high quality
products that Beautyrest are well known for. The
Finesse range is no exception to the rule. Its
sophisticated design paired with intuitive technologies
help you to wake up and embrace the day ahead.
Benefits: Advanced Comfort - Unique foam
technologies work in concert to provide a more
comfortable sleep. An advanced combination of fusion
gel foam, dunlop foams and latex are brilliantly layered
providing multiple levels of comfort. Each offering
unique properties to provide great support, exceptional
comfort and provide a drier, healthier sleep
environment. Independent Support Technology Promotes proper sleeping posture all night long. 3-Zone
micro pocketed coils with micro pocket springs help to
provide conforming back support and motion
separation. Aircool Design - Enhances airflow to help
keep you at a comfortable sleeping temperature.
Luxurious Wool and Silk fibres are added to the top quilt
and are designed to keep the sleep surface cool in
summer and warm in winter. Feel: Medium Proudly
made in New Zealand. Designed and manufactured
exclusively for Harvey Norman. Also available in: Width
Length Single 92 cm 188 cm King Single 107 cm 203
cm Double 138 cm 188 cm Queen 153 cm 203 cm King
168 cm 203 cm Super King 183 cm 203 cm Californian
King 203 cm 203 cm Please note: Image is of the

Queen size mattress and is indicative only. Price is for
the Californian King size mattress only.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product
Type
Colour
Made in

Beautyrest
Mattresses
As Pictured
New Zealand

Bedding Options

Californian King

Size
Mattress Type
Mattress Feel
Mattress Material

3-Zone Microcoil
Medium
Fusion Gel, Dunlop Foams,
Latex, Wool and Silk

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Length

203cm
203cm

Warranty

Manufacturers

120 Months
www.harveynorman.co.nz

